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Abstract

Strain amplitude and strain rate dependent nonlinear behavior and load-induced mechanical property alterations of full-thickness

bovine articular cartilage attached to bone were investigated in unconfined compression. A sequence of test compressions of finite

deformation (ranging from 0.9% to 34.5% nominal strain) was performed at strain rates ranging from B0.053%/s to 5.8%/s. Peak

and equilibrium loads were analyzed to determine strain amplitude and strain rate dependence of linear versus nonlinear responses.

The test protocol was designed to reveal changes in mechanical properties due to these finite deformations by interspersing small-

amplitude witness ramps ofB1.1% deformation andB0.44%/s strain rate between the test ramps (‘‘witness’’ meaning to assess any

mechanical property changes). We found that peak loads displayed high nonlinearity, stiffening with both increasing compression

amplitude and more so with increasing strain rate. The response to witness ramps suggested that mechanical weakening occurred

when compression amplitude reached 1.9–2.9% strain and beyond, and that weakening was much more significant at higher strain

rate. These findings delineate regimes of linear versus nonlinear behavior of cartilage, and indicate the types of loads which can cause

mechanical property alterations. Biological implications of this study are that strain amplitude and strain rate dependent stiffening

may be essential to bear physiological loads and to protect cells and matrix from mechanical damage. Structural changes reflected by

mechanical weakening at small compression could also initiate remodeling or disease processes.

r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The mechanical properties of articular cartilage
attached to bone are the basis of its physiological
function in synovial joints. When compressed, the initial
stress developed within cartilage is due to pressurization
of the interstitial fluid as it tries to flow through the fine
pores of the proteoglycan gel that is entrapped within a
cross-linked collagen network. This flow extends the
network that in turn contracts as fluid moves out.
Viscous interaction between interstitial fluid and extra-
cellular matrix creates a time-dependent stress response
to a constant compression that is characterized by a

ratio of peak to equilibrium force that is uniquely large
for cartilage (B15 in unconfined compression). The
difficulty in quantitatively understanding this behavior
can be appreciated by the inability of early biphasic
models (Armstrong et al., 1984; Brown and Singerman,
1986) to capture this characteristic, since the maximum
ratio of peak to equilibrium force predicted by these
models was an order of magnitude too low (1.5).
However, recent models taking into account separate
roles of collagen (in tension) and proteolgycan (in
compression) can describe this strong stress relaxation
behavior (Cohen et al., 1998; Soulhat et al., 1999; Fortin
et al., 2000).
Based on this recent success it is possible to measure

and describe more physiologically relevant and more
complicated loading regimes that include large strains
and high strain rates. Recent experimental studies have
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provided information on nonlinear versus linear beha-
vior of articular cartilage in unconfined compression.
Application of small identical ramp compressions (up to
B15% total axial strain) to immature articular cartilage
disks in unconfined compression showed weakening of
the equilibrium response for small strains followed by a
stiffening for larger strains up to B40% (Bursac et al.,
1999). In contrast, application of a similar protocol (up
to B10% axial strain) to adult articular cartilage
showed stiffening in the transient phase and near
linearity at equilibrium up to a B10% strain (Fortin
et al., 2000; L!egar!e et al., 2002). In addition to
introducing nonlinear responses, these types of com-
pressions could alter cartilage structure and change the
response to subsequent load. Such structural and
functional alterations are biologically and clinically
significant since they could initiate remodeling or
disease. Existing literature contains information mainly
on collagen network failure following impact loading
(high strain rate compression) (Borelli et al., 1997;
Broom, 1986; Chen et al., 1999; Farquhar et al., 1996;
Jeffrey et al., 1995; Kerin et al., 1998; Quinn et al., 1998;
Repo and Finlay, 1977; Torzilli et al., 1999) while few
data exist concerning subtler microdamage or molecular
damage of the extracellular matrix caused by moderate
strain rate compressions on cartilage (McCormack and
Mansour, 1998; Sah et al., 1991).
Both the extent of linearity or nonlinearity of the

mechanical response of articular cartilage to load as well
as alterations of this mechanical response to load due to
the load itself need to be addressed. In this study we have
posed three hypotheses concerning both equilibrium and
transient stress responses: (1) that the stress response to
compression is linear at small strains (o5%) and
nonlinearly stiffens at higher strains, (2) that the stress
response continually increases with strain rate, and (3)
that the mechanical response of cartilage is weakened due
to compression to high strain (>5%) at high strain rate
(>0.1%/s). To explore these hypotheses we performed
sequences of stress relaxation tests of finite deformation,
up to maximumB35% strain, at different strain rates on
adult bovine articular cartilage disks retaining a thin layer
of underlying bone, in unconfined compression. We also
designed our protocol to provide information on altera-
tions in mechanical behavior during the sequence of
compression tests by interspersing uniform small ampli-
tude ‘‘witness’’ compressions between the larger ampli-
tude test compressions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tissue explant isolation

A recently described cartilage–bone tissue explant
system that retains an intact articular surface and a thin

layer of subchondral bone was used in these studies
(Fig. 1A) (Dumont et al., 1999). Briefly, cartilage/bone
cores were isolated from the load bearing area (the area
covered by the scapular articulating surface) of the
humeral heads of 1–2 years old steers using an
orthopedic coring bit under constant cooling irrigation
with HBSS at pH 7,4 (1.26mM CaCL2; 136.9mM
NaCl; 5.36mM KCl; 0.44mM KH2PO4; 0.49mM
MgCl2; 0.466mM MgSO4; 4.2mM NaHCO3;
0.336mM Na2HPO4; 5.55mM D-glucose; 0.03mM
phenol red) (14060, Gibco BRL, Rockville, MD). The
explants were cut just beneath the bone–cartilage
interface with a specialized device in order to retain a
thin layer of subchondral bone thus preserving the
natural cartilage/bone interface and collagen fibril
anchoring to limit tissue distortion and swelling. Disk
diameter was then reduced to 3mm using a biopsy
punch. The resulting disks (3mm dia., B1.5mm thick)
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Fig. 1. The compressed specimen consists of an articular cartilage disk

attached to a thin layer of subchondral bone (A). It is transferred to a

uniaxial unconfined compression chamber containing HBSS with

protease inhibitors (B) and subjected to the compression protocol

sequence (C) where ‘‘test’’ ramps are performed at 12.5, 25, 50, 100,

150, 200, 250, and 300mm using 1 of 3 speeds: 0.5, 5, or 50mm/s.
Additional ‘‘witness’’ ramps for determining load-induced changes in

material properties during the above sequence have 12.5mm amplitude

and 5mm/s velocity. Finally a third type of compression, ‘‘contact’’

ramps (10mm amplitude, 5mm/s) were used to detect full reswelling of

samples after release before applying the next test or witness ramp.
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contained the entire thickness of articular cartilage
(0.69–1.47mm thick) attached to a layer of subchondral
bone. Following isolation, the disks were washed five
times with HBSS containing antibiotics and protease
inhibitors (1mM PMSF (P7626); 1mM iodoacetimide
(I6125); 5mg/ml pepstatin A (PP4265); 1mM EDTA
(ED4SS), all from Sigma) and were maintained, until
testing (36 h maximum), at 4�C in humidified chambers.
Other disks were preserved at �20�C in cryotubes
containing HBSS and inhibitors.

2.2. Mechanical testing

Individual disks were transferred to a uniaxial
unconfined compression chamber containing HBSS with
protease inhibitors as above (Fig. 1B). At the chamber
periphery a compartment containing water, together
with the chamber cover, prevents evaporation and
concentration of the saline solution. Specimens were
subjected to the following compression protocol to
characterize amplitude-dependent nonlinear responses
and thresholds for mechanical property alterations.
Three types of compressions were used, called ‘‘test’’,
‘‘witness’’, and ‘‘contact’’ ramps (Fig. 1C). Zero strain
was defined by achieving a tare load of 6 g at
equilibrium. A series of ‘‘test’’ compressions (ramp
compression/10min relaxation/ramp release) of increas-
ing amplitudes (12.5; 25; 50; 100; 150; 200; 250; 300 mm)
was performed at room temperature using 1 of 3 ramp
speeds (0.5; 5; 50 mm/s corresponding to mean7S.D.,
n ¼ 4; of B0.05370.001%/s, B0.3870.03%/s,
B5.871.1%/s, taking into account measured cartilage
thickness) (n ¼ 4 fresh disks for each speed; n ¼ 4 frozen
disks at 5 mm/s). A 10min relaxation period was allowed
for each ramp before returning to the initial zero strain
position. Sufficiency of this constant 10min relaxation
period to attain equilibrium was determined by calculat-
ing the slope of the relaxation curve using data from the
last 60 s of each ramp. It was determined that the
remaining finite slope after 10min did not alter our
conclusions concerning linearity versus nonlinearity as a
function of ramp amplitude.
Interspersed between test ramps were ‘‘witness’’

ramps of 12.5 mm amplitude and 5 mm/s velocity whose
purpose was to monitor changes in material behavior
during the sequence (Fig. 1C). Each test and witness
compression was followed by a 15–60min rest phase, the
time being determined by using the third type of
compression, namely a ‘‘contact’’ ramp of 10 mm
amplitude and 5 mm/s velocity (Fig. 1C). Recorded peak
force of the contact ramp had to reach a predefined
threshold two times consecutively to indicate contact
and relaxation completion, after which an additional
15min was allowed before performing the next ramp.
This contact threshold was determined just after tare
loading, prior to the compression protocol when 10

contact ramps were applied to the disk and the threshold
was set to 2/3 of the mean peak force amplitude of these
10 ramps. If contact was not detected after a 60min
period the next ramp was performed. This condition of
lack of complete reswelling in a 60min period only
occurred following the 150 mm ramp at low and medium
strain rates and after the 100 mm ramp at high strain
rate. Peak stiffness’ and equilibrium moduli were
calculated using the engineering convention from the
test ramps by dividing peak and equilibrium forces by
original area and by displacement amplitude normalized
to original cartilage thickness. For graphical representa-
tion, peak and equilibrium stiffness’ were normalized for
each disk to the equilibrium stiffness of the first test
ramp (12.5 mm) whose values were in the range 0.40–
0.61MPa for low strain rate compression, 0.30–
0.56MPa for moderate strain rate (fresh and frozen
specimens) compression and 0.33–0.56MPa for high
strain rate compression. The maximum duration for the
whole compression protocol was B12 h. These experi-
ments were performed using the Mach1t mechanical
testing system (Biosyntech, Laval, Quebec).

2.3. Cartilage thickness measurement

Thickness of cartilage disks was measured microscopi-
cally after completion of the compression protocol using
rectangular cartilage sections (100mm thick) taken with a
Tissue-Chopper (MciLwain, Brinkmann, Westbury, NY)
(Fig. 2). Cartilage thickness in the three groups was 0.92–
0.96mm range for low strain rate compression, 1.19–
1.47mm for moderate strain rate compression (fresh and
frozen specimens) and 0.69–1.07mm for high strain rate
compression. For specimens subjected to witness ramps
only (see Results below), cartilage thickness was between
1.01 and 1.22mm. We compared thickness before (using
a current sensing micrometer) and after the loading
protocol (using the above destructive image analysis) and
found it to increase as often as decrease with average
thickness change being 0.775.39%, or 10782mm
(n ¼ 12). These thickness changes are insignificant

Bone

Cartilage

Fig. 2. Thickness of cartilage disks was evaluated at three points on

the digital micrographs of thick (100 mm) sections, measuring

perpendicularly to the articular surface.
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compared to measured mechanical property changes
presented in the Results.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Mechanical data were statistically interpreted by
repeated measures ANOVA. Dependency between
measurements coming from the same subject was taken
into account by an autoregressive structure. The
analysis was done using the procedure Mixed of SAS
(SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina, USA).

3. Results

The equilibrium modulus and especially peak stiffness
were found to depend on strain amplitude and strain

rate (Figs. 3 and 4). Peak stiffness was strongly non-
linear, initially weakening somewhat up to B5% strain
for low and moderate strain rate, and then stiffened up
to 30% strain (Fig. 3). (ANOVA at the high strain rate
showed the peak stiffness to initially follow a plateau up
to B5% strain, p ¼ 0:16; and to stiffen thereafter,
pp0:004). Peak stiffness also showed significant sensi-
tivity to strain rate, stiffening greatly for the highest
compression speed (Fig. 3A) (ANOVA of peak stiffness
measured at high and low strain rate showed that the
two groups are statistically distinct for compression
amplitudes above 5% strain, p ¼ 0:016 at 10% strain to
po0:0001 at 30% strain). Equilibrium stiffness had a
more complex behavior (Fig. 4), increasing with com-
pression amplitude at low ramp speed (0.5 mm/s), but
constant at intermediate speed (5 mm/s) and appearing
to decrease slightly at higher speed (50 mm/s). Impor-
tantly, stress relaxation profiles for the test ramps
displayed high peak to equilibrium load ratios and
attainment of equilibrium (examples in Fig. 5A).
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Fig. 3. Peak stiffness for the test ramps performed at 0.5, 5, and

50mm/s, and for fresh versus frozen tissue at 5 mm/s, showing strain-

amplitude and strain rate dependent stiffening. Stiffness was calculated

from the test ramps by dividing forces by original area and by

displacement amplitude normalized to original cartilage thickness.

Peak stiffness was normalized for each disk to the equilibrium modulus

of the first test ramp (with 12.5mm amplitude). * Indicates that the

peak stiffness of the actual test ramp is significantly different than the

peak stiffness of first test ramp (12.5mm ramp), while + indicates

significantly different peak stiffness of corresponding test ramp for

high (50 mm/s) versus low (0.5 mm/s) strain rates, and w indicates

significantly different peak stiffness of corresponding test ramp for

fresh and frozen samples.
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and 50 mm/s and for fresh versus frozen tissue at 5 mm/s. Stiffness was
calculated from the test ramps by dividing forces by original area and

by displacement amplitude normalized to original cartilage thickness.
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Witness ramp amplitudes began to decline after
application of the 25 or the 50 mm test ramps (1.9–
2.9% strain) indicating a weakened mechanical response
of cartilage disks in unconfined compression due to
these relatively small amplitudes (Figs. 6A and 7A–C).
This mechanical weakening observed by witness ramps
occurred alongside the nonlinear increase in peak
stiffness with larger test ramp amplitudes later in the

sequence (Fig. 3) and was also similarly accentuated at
higher strain rates (Fig. 7C). (ANOVA tests showed a
distinct difference between the second and third witness
compressions but not the first and second where p ¼
0:78 between the first and the second witness ramp, and
p ¼ 0:0005 between the second and the third witness
ramp). The possibility of spontaneous (enzymatic)
alterations in structural and mechanical properties
during the B12 h protocol was assessed by subjecting
disks to a series of 12 witness compressions only, each
followed by a fixed 45min rest phase (n ¼ 3). These
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witness stress relaxation profiles, in the absence of test
ramps, superposed very closely (Figs. 6B and 7D)
eliminating spontaneous degradation as a cause of
observed mechanical property alterations. We also
eliminated the possibility that insufficient time to
equilibrium between test and witness ramps was
responsible for reduced witness stress relaxation profiles
during the sequence using a protocol with 25 and 50 mm
amplitudes only, and expanded rest time between test
and witness ramps (4 h and 45min instead of 60min
maximum) (n ¼ 4) where we still observed reduced
witness stress relaxation profiles after the 25 mm ramp
(data not shown).
An additional finding was that frozen specimens

tested at intermediate strain rate exhibited decreasing
equilibrium moduli for 12.5–200 mm ramps (i.e. up to
B20% strain) and stabilized thereafter in contrast to
fresh specimens whose equilibrium moduli were con-
stant at this strain rate (Fig. 5C). (ANOVA of fresh and
frozen specimen data showed that the two groups were
statistically distinct for strains above 5% with p ¼ 0:039
at 10% to po0:0001 at 30% strain for peak stiffness,
and p ¼ 0:0045 at 10% strain to po0:0001 at 30% strain
for equilibrium moduli.)

4. Discussion

The objectives of this study were to investigate the
linearity of the cartilage stress response to imposed ramp
displacements with increasing strain amplitudes and
strain rates in unconfined compression and to determine
whether the mechanical response weakens at a certain
strain-amplitude or strain rate threshold. The results of
the study demonstrate that unconfined compression of
young adult articular cartilage/bone disks from a free-
swelling state exhibits: (i) a nonlinear transient response
that stiffens significantly when compression amplitude is
increased and stiffens even more as a function of
compression amplitude when strain rate is increased
and (ii) an equilibrium response that can be linear or
nonlinear depending on the strain rate used. In addition,
the mechanical properties of these articular cartilage/
bone disks tested in unconfined compression were
weakened, after a compression of only 25–50 mm in
amplitude (strain amplitude of B1.9–2.9%). Limita-
tions of our study include the need to excise disk-shaped
specimens to perform unconfined compression, where
the nonphysiological cut peripheral edge plays a critical
role in determining the mechanical response since this is
where fluid escapes. Caution should be exercised when
attempting to extrapolate these results to other loading
geometries on intact joints or indentation, where some
of these findings may differ, as may also be the case in
different species or with cartilage of different age.

Nonequilibrium responses were characterized by
strain-amplitude and strain rate dependent behavior of
the peak stiffness (Fig. 3). The peak stiffness weakens
initially up to a minimum near a 50 mm amplitude
compression (B5% strain, Fig. 3). After this initial
weakening a much stronger stiffening is observed from
B50 mm amplitude ramp to the highest amplitude tested
of 300 mm (B30% strain). This stiffening of the
transient load depended on compression strain rate
where, for example, at 300 mm compression, normalized
peak stiffness (ratio of 300 mm peak modulus to 12.5 mm
equilibrium modulus) was B6 at low strain rate to B27
at high strain rate. Speculative explanations of the initial
weakening up to B50 mm compression amplitude
include allowing time for fluid exudation during the
ramp (since the initial weakening was greater at lower
strain rates). The more significant stiffening phase
starting at B50 mm compression amplitude also has
several possible sources ranging from axial compaction
of the proteoglycan phase; increasing its compressive
stiffness and reducing hydraulic permeability (Mansour
and Mow, 1976), lateral expansion resulting in non-
linearly increasing fibrillar network stiffness and asso-
ciated increases in tissue pressurization during the
transient (Li et al., 2000) and depth-dependent hetero-
geneity where weaker portions of the articular cartilage
are initially compressed and stiffened. The strain rate
dependence of this stiffening phenomenon is of parti-
cular interest and could be the result of less time for fluid
flow at higher strain rates producing increasing lateral
expansion and increasing fibrillar network stiffness.
The presence of a bone layer under the cartilage and

the use of the engineering convention in calculating
moduli and stiffness from finite deformation data should
be kept in mind when interpreting these results. We
recalculated peak stiffness’ and equilibrium moduli
using Cauchy stress and logarithmic strain and noted a
global underestimation of the order of 3%, but this did
not significantly alter changes between groups. Previous
studies (Bursac et al., 1999) showed strain softening of
the equilibrium modulus for a sequence of superposing
deformations up to a final 15% strain, even though these
compressions were executed at very low strain rate
(B0.003%/s) whereas we found strain-stiffening
(0.044%/s or 0.5 mm/s) (Fig. 5B). The tissue weakening
observed in that study (Bursac et al., 1999) could be
explained in part by the freezing preservation method,
by the absence of subchondral bone to constrain lateral
expansion of the specimen, or by the use of young tissue
where composition and organization differ from mature
articular cartilage. The presence of bone in our speci-
mens has the advantage of preserving the natural
anchoring of collagen fibrils into calcified cartilage and
stabilization via attachment of calcified cartilage to bone
eliminating tissue swelling and distortion seen when
adult cartilage is removed from underlying bone.
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In conclusion, we have investigated the extent of
linear and nonlinear responses of articular cartilage
attached to bone in unconfined compression using a
specifically designed test sequence which follows
changes in mechanical properties during the testing
protocol. The novel findings, such as strain-amplitude
and strain rate dependency of equilibrium and transient
stiffness’ as well as load-induced alterations in mechan-
ical properties due to quite small amplitude compres-
sions, provide important information towards a fuller
understanding of cartilage mechanics in physiological
situations. Effective physiological performance of carti-
lage could depend to a great extent on strain-amplitude
and strain rate stiffening, to bear load sufficiently and
possibly to protect chondrocytes and extracellular
matrix from mechanical damage. For example, recent
studies have shown that injurious loading affects cell
viability as well as protein and proteoglycan synthesis in
a strain rate dependent manner (Kurz et al., 2001; Quinn
et al., 2001). Under physiological loading, strain rate
stiffening could stiffen articular cartilage and possibly
lower the attained strain and strain rate, compared to
what would occur without strain rate stiffening, thereby
protecting chondrocytes from injury. The structural
changes suggested by mechanical weakening at rather
small compression amplitudes could also initiate remo-
deling or disease processes. An additional very impor-
tant implication of these findings is the need to control
or measure strain rate in any biomechanical diagnostic,
in vivo or in vitro, given its great influence on
mechanical performance.
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